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Dear friends, colleagues, and members of SHARE Society,
Something important is happening and we all feel it. Nobody is above or beyond this, but
there are also good perspectives and outcomes from this situation.
We understand better how much we depend on each other, regardless of what we do or where
we are. We care for each other much more than we usually do. We see better how our lives
are wired and seamed in the same fabric. We rediscover home and family. We reinvent work
and trust and other important things.
SHARE Society was built in years, bringing together people interested in architecture, with
many champions of this sector. Conferences and meetings were the most enjoyed way of
sharing.
Now we have to stop for a moment. However, it seems that we need to share knowledge and
ideas now more than ever.
We want to develop and discover new ways to harvest the amazing collection of architectural
thinking and imagination we have now in our network.
This is the time for sharing.
Stay around architecture and take care. You all contribute to SHARE.

Florin Mindirigiu
Founder of SHARE Architects
Serban Tiganas
President of SHARE Society

SHARE Architects launches the series of live
webinars under the generic theme "Transforming the
World Through Architecture"
Starting this April, online events are

Future of post-pandemic time countryside,

scheduled weekly with international guests

Health care facilities for the future of

who will hold lectures and join debates on

humankind, Safe collective dwelling,

the following topics: Architecture in the

Education and work after the health crisis,

post-pandemic era, How should architects

Pandemic is also an Urban Problem, Social

play their historical role today? What

distancing, closeness through technology,

should the vision of the future of the city

Narratives Beyond Crises.

and architecture be like?
Read more ›

We invite you to participate in our online meetings this April. Please access the registration
link found on the webinar’s posters above. Upon registration, please introduce the special
code for members of the SHARE Society: SHARE001

..i’ve seen it before
A visual journey around the world through different
contexts by Laurian Ghinițoiu
During the past 100 days, we have been overwhelmed with a completely new vocabulary
with terms as “pandemic”, “social distancing”, “lockdown” or “quarantine” etc. Although
most people didn’t experience any of those concepts, the unlucky one have seen it before.
Laurian Ghinițoiu will be our special guest during the April webinars.

Iran, Pardis City - Phase 11 © Laurian Ghinițoiu

Post-Pandemic Architecture
Call for futuristic visions toward architecture and the city
during the pandemic condition
The world is changing, changes that disrupt previous relationships and naturally change the
future of the city and architecture. Today, architects face some of these changes and prepare
themselves for the future. This is a pause that suddenly stops the world and attempts to
disrupt many definitions.
I think it’s time for architects to emerge in their historical role as planners and, as they have
accepted this role at various stages of history, it is time to start theorizing the conditions of
being and acting in the vague future.
How do architects play their historical role today?
What is the vision of the future of the city and architecture?
What is the mission of the architects in this new era?
Read more ›

Habibeh Madjdabadi is an active member of SHARE Society, noted speaker in a series of
international forums SHARE Architects and one of the leading architects of the younger
generation in Iran.
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